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China Fiber Optic Network System 

Clarification on media coverage 

to summarize… 

 CFONS issued clarification announcement against certain media coverage 

 Customized products secured by auditable sales contracts  

 It is irrelevant to judge per staff output of a capital intensive business 

 Claims of only several RMB a set does not survive simple math 

 Remain BUY with TP at HK$1.80 with no fundamental change; results due Thu 

 

Media coverage questioned company’s leadership position within its industry. 

Last Friday, certain media had an investigative coverage on China Fiber Optic 

Network System (CFONS) that questioned its financial performance and industry 

leadership position. The report questioned on 1) why CFONS did not appear to win 

telecom operators auctions on channel checks, where competitors such as Sunsea 

(002313 CH) and Ceuturyman did appear on the list; 2) if CFONS did not win 

auctions by China Telecom (0762 HK) in 2012, CFONS should not be able to supply 

products to China Telecom in 2012; and implied that CFONS might not have won 

previous auctions as well that CFONS might have faked sales in previous years; 3) 

why CFONS revenue and net profit per staff was higher than Tencent (0700HK), 

Trigiant Group (1300 HK), Sunsea and China Communication Services (0552 HK); 4) 

why CFONS products priced RMB69.5 per set versus several RMB a set in market. 

CFONS issued clarification announcement and resumes trading. Below is our view. 

Customized products secured by auditable sales contracts; comment on 

points 1 and 2. As far as we understand, China fiber optic patch cord market was of 

RMB7b sales in 2012. In different regions, among different stations and within 

different buildings, local telecom operators have various requirements on patch 

cords such as length, number of nodes and speed for different projects. There are 

standard patch cords and customized patch cords. Standard patch cords are usually 

centrally procured in vast volume at lower price. Customized products are usually 

priced slightly higher due to complications. As we have discussed in our initiation 

note, national offices of telecom operators determine the qualification of suppliers. 

For projects involving standard products, companies obtain sales through a bidding 

process. For projects involving customized products, companies are selected as a 

qualified supplier based on negotiations with the telecommunication operators. 

Once a company is selected for a project, the company enters into a sales contract 

with the local subsidiary of the particular operator. Such contracts should be audited 

by auditors; in this case, EY is the auditor of CFONS. In fact, even with no presence 

in certain biddings, a company could still secure contracts for customized products. 

It is irrelevant to judge per staff output of a capital intensive business; 

comment on point 3. The media report points out per staff income and net profit of 

CFONS is comparable to Internet giant Tencent, and effectively higher than coaxial 

cable producer Trigiant Group, ICT manufacturer and servicer Sunsea and telecom 

support services provider China Communication Servicers. Among the 5 companies 

quoted, Tencent is a successful integrated internet company with highest per staff 

output which largely relies on human capital. CFONS and Trigiant are both capital 

intensive players that produce cables for telecom infrastructure. For instance, 

CFONS RMB665m PP&E and RMB751m trade receivables by the end of 2011A 

reflected its capital intensiveness. CFONS ROE was fair at 20.1% for the year 

compared to stunning 49.9% of Trigiant on Bloomberg data. While Sunsea and 

China Communication Services employed large number of staff that yields low per 

staff output, their respective ROE were 14.8% and 13.8%. We do not spot 

alarmingly high return of CFONS.  
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Rating BUY 

Price (HK$) 1.46 

Target Price (HK$) 1.80 (+23.3%) 

12m Price Range (HK$) 0.90 - 1.68 

Market cap. (US$m) 227.9 

Daily t/o (US$m) 2.9 
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Financial summary 

Year to Dec 10A 11A 12F 13F 14F 

Turnover (RMBm) 838 1,257 1,476 1,940 2,388 

Net Profit (RMBm) 183  255  260  365  467  

EPS (RMB) 0.202  0.242  0.213  0.300  0.384  

P/E (x) 6.3  5.3  5.5  3.9  3.1  

P/B (x) 2.30  1.28  0.97  0.80  0.65  

EV/EBITDA (x) 6.6  4.0  2.7  1.9  1.4  

Yield (%) 0.0  0.0  2.9  4.1  5.3  

ROE (%) 29.9  26.9  19.2  22.3  23.5  

ROCE (%) 28.9  22.8  19.4  21.7  22.3  

N. Gear. (%) 21.4 NCash NCash NCash NCash 

Source: SBI/Bloomberg 

    

 12F 13F 14F 

Consensus EPS (RMB) 0.240 0.316 0.388 

Previous earnings (RMBm) 259.9 365.0 467.1 

Previous EPS (RMB) 0.213 0.300 0.384 

 

Price performance 

Year to Dec 1m 3m 12m 

Relative to HSI (%) 7.4 10.1 7.8 

Actual price changes (%) 4.3 8.1 14.1 

 
Source: Bloomberg 
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Claims of only several RMB a set does not survive simple math; comment on point 4. According to certain professors, fiber optic 

patch found in the market costs merely several dollars, usually below RMB10. We agree that as for standard product for retail use, ASP is 

low and profit margin is minimal. For video cords for television and audio cords for devices such as hi-fi, pricing of fiber optic cords within 

are much higher. For telecom operator level, city fiber optic patch cords are of even higher quality that we believe CFONS average pricing 

of RMB69.5 per set in 1H 2012A can be reasonable. On a separate measurement, raw material for fiber optic patch cords are soft optical 

cable and ceramic ferrules, which are both commodities, costing RMB0.7+ per meter and RMB2 per head respectively in 2012. With a 

length of 50m, which is common in telecom infrastructure requiring as long as 200m fiber optic patch cords, raw material cost of a 50m 

single-node patch cord is RMB39 a set. Professors’ comment of below RMB10 ASP and media tracked per set prices between US$3 and 

US$6 are merely references to part of bigger picture. 

Our view and valuation; remain BUY with TP at HK$1.80. We understand that CFONS has been under questions partly due to 

untransparent sales contracts and pricing together with high margin and low labour input. We continue to view that main entry barrier of this 

industry is on capital and track record. While it should be easy to take several staff to produce low quality fiber optic patch cords selling at 

several RMB each, only a few companies would apply auto automation like overseas players or semi-automation like CFONS. Even if one 

would invest heavily on equipment and willing to take 200 days+ receivables, it does not benefit telecom operators to earn limited savings 

on patch cords that would likely affect overall performance of the fiber infrastructure. At the end of the day track record matters; it is 

more-or-less a chicken-and-egg problem for new-comers. As for CFONS itself, in 2011 the company earned RMB1,257m revenue and 

RMB255m net profit. ROA and ROE were 11.6% and 20.1% respectively, which was within reasonable level, in our view. PP&E and trade 

receivables were as much as RMB665m and RMB751m by the end of 2011A reflected capital intensiveness. We maintain our BUY rating 

on CFONS and recommend accumulation on weakness. Our target price is HK$1.80, which represents 6.8x P/E and 1.2x P/B for 2012F. 
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